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PAST PERFORMANCE OVERVIEW (NET OF FEES):1 ASSET BREAKDOWN:2

Portfolio (70.09%) IA Mixed Investment 20-60% Shares (55.98%)

DESCRIPTION:
The portfolio is designed for an investor prepared to take on a moderate 
amount of risk in the hope of making a positive return on their initial 
outlay. Capital preservation is less important than for a cautious 
investor and this means that periods of loss are possible.

The portfolio has the difficult task of achieving capital growth within a 
few years, meaning it is important to get the balance right regarding 
risk exposure. To maintain stability, more than half of the portfolio is 
invested in either bonds or held in money market. These asset classes 
tend to provide more consistent – albeit lower – growth. Money market 
can be considered the most defensive of asset classes; however, 
it is unlikely to keep pace with inflation. Bonds can offer significant 
protection in falling equity markets. 

The portfolio may utilise a small allocation to absolute return funds 
to add diversification and boost returns. These funds are targeted to 
produce positive returns within a set period using complex investment 
strategies; positive returns though cannot be guaranteed.

The rest of the portfolio is predominantly split between UK equity and 
global developed equities, which have the capacity for higher returns. 
Exposure to international markets is to the US, Europe and Japan. This 
is the highest risk portion of the portfolio but, in favourable markets, 
should be the main driver of portfolio returns. 

The moderate nature of the portfolio means that periods of loss are 
possible; nevertheless, the wide range of asset classes means that it 
should be possible to encash investments within a few years.

FUND LIST:

Alternative Assets 8.00%

Money Market 40.00%

Fixed Income 10.50%

Global Developed Equity 24.00%

UK Equity 17.50%

DISCRETE PERFORMANCE TO LAST QUARTER END:

Period 0-12 Months 12-24 Months 24-36 Months 36-48 Months 48-60 Months

Portfolio -5.12% 3.84% 3.12% 9.75% -2.96%

Benchmark -9.47% 7.20% 3.51% 11.84% -5.10%

Past performance does not indicate future performance and you may get back less than you originally invested. History prior to March 2015 is 
synthetic history, it has been calculated using investments that were available at the time and would have been chosen for inclusion in this portfolio 
had it been running. All figures are calculated on a bid to bid total return basis in GBP and includes FE’s charge of 0.27%. Data from FEfundinfo 2023

Name Weighting

NB Uncorrelated Strategies 5.00%

BlackRock Absolute Return Bond 3.00%

Vanguard UK Short-Term Investment Grade Bond 
Index 6.00%

iShares UK Gilts All Stocks Index (UK) 4.50%

Fidelity European 5.00%

HSBC American Index 5.00%

Legg Mason ClearBridge US Equity Sustainability 
Leaders 5.00%

Vanguard Japan Stock Index 3.50%

Premier Miton US Opportunities 3.00%

Dodge & Cox US Stock 2.50%

Fidelity Cash 20.00%

L&G Cash Trust 20.00%

TB Evenlode Income 8.00%

Fidelity Index UK 4.00%

Schroder Income 3.50%

Liontrust UK Growth 2.00%

Hybrid
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RISK ANALYSIS:
The portfolio is managed to a risk target deemed appropriate for this portfolio by the actuarial firm EValue. Risk is measured using volatility which 
is the movement of the return around its average. The greater the swings in value the less consistent the performance of the portfolio and the 
higher the risk. Our aim is to match the risk target as closely as possible.

This portfolio has targeted an annualised volatility of 5.4 per cent since June 2012; its actual volatility has been slightly above this, but well within 
acceptable limits. This figure includes the synthetic history from 2012 to 2015. This allows us to say that historically, over one year, the difference 
between the best and worst possible results would have been 21.6 per cent in 95 per cent of cases. A higher-risk portfolio would have a greater 
spread of returns, meaning the chances of both large losses and large gains increase, whereas a lower-risk portfolio would have a narrower 
spread of returns.

Lowest Month: -6.44% Lowest Six Months: -7.85% Lowest Year:-6.58% Range of Monthly Returns: -6.44% to 5.16% 

POSSIBILITY OF LARGE LOSSES:
All investments necessarily include some risk 
that cannot be fully diversified away, meaning 
periods of loss will occur. It is important 
therefore that investors understand what the 
potential magnitude of these losses could be 
and whether they are comfortable with them.

The chart opposite analyses the current 
strategic asset allocation of the portfolio back 
to the year 2000, looking at rolling one-year 
periods. For each of these periods we analyse 
what the largest loss the portfolio experienced 
during that period was and then plot the total 
occurrences. For instance, a chart that reads 5 
per cent on the ‘x’ axis and 60 per cent on the 
‘y’ axis would indicate that over any one year 
period there was a 60 per cent chance the 
portfolio fell by at least 5 per cent. It therefore 
shows what would happen if you invested at 
the top and sold at the bottom. Any recovery 
during the period is not considered.

RISK ILLUSTRATION:
The portfolio itself has only been running since 2015 and has synthetic performance back to 2008. To provide a better impression of how the 
portfolio might be expected to perform over the longer term we have provided simulated data back to the year 2002. The data shows that in a 
20-year period this proxy for the portfolio’s current investments lost money on four occasions, in 2002, 2008, 2011 and 2018. The biggest loss 
would have been in 2002, where over the year the portfolio would have lost 6.87 per cent; this equates to an investment of £10,000 falling to 
£9,313. This means over the period our proxy would have made money in 16 out of 20 years. The highest growth experienced was in 2005 when 
the asset allocations grew by 11.22 per cent. This means an investment of £10,000 would have been worth £11,122 at year end.

Synthetic History: This is history that has been generated prior to the official launch of the portfolio in March 2015; it has been calculated using 
investments that were available at the time and assuming no knowledge of how they would have performed going forward. It is indicative of how 
the portfolio would have performed over time had it been in existence.

Simulated History: This uses the strategic asset allocation provided by our actuarial consultants EValue. It uses passive investments to represent 
the risk level that we are currently targeting and whose performance we are trying to exceed. The performance provides an illustration of how the 
current portfolio may have behaved; historical positioning may have been different due to a variety of factors, including input from EValue, the 
impact of fund selection and changes of asset allocation by the portfolio management team. It also does not consider any charges. The history 
can be represented over a far longer time period than the synthetic history and therefore illustrates performance over a number of market cycles.

All information presented on this page is only illustrative of what has happened in the past, it should not be seen as a guarantee that 
losses will not exceed past levels.



WHAT IT COSTS:3 
Financial Instruments OCF: 0.41%  Financial Instruments Transactional Costs: 0.10% 
Investment Services: 0.27%  Third Party Payments: 0.00% Total Cost of Investment: 0.78%

The Financial Instruments OCF refers to the underlying costs of managing the funds. Transactional costs refers to additional costs which this 
does not capture such as trading fees, investment research and foreign exchange fees. It also includes implicit costs that can have an impact on 
performance but are not charged directly to the end investor. The Investments Services charge is the cost of managing the portfolio. The charges 
represent the current maximum charges, for the exact charges please refer to the Platform Portfolio Charges Document and Platform 
Fund Charges Document.

WHAT YOU’RE INVESTED IN:
NB Uncorrelated Strategies
Weighting: 5.00%  Yield: 0.0% Total Charge: 0.91% +(+1.03%)
NB Uncorrelated Strategies is a multi-manager, multi-strategy 
fund focused on generating positive absolute returns with minimal 
correlation to equity and fixed-income markets. The portfolio is 
comprised of eight to 12 high-quality, well-known, and highly 
differentiated alternative strategies, which have exhibited low 
correlation to major asset classes, and to each other, over time. 
As the outlook appears very uncertain the fund has been added to 
help dampen an periods of high volatility.
 

HSBC American Index
Weighting: 5.00%  Yield: 1.1% Total Charge: 0.06% +(-0.01%)
The fund makes up part of the core developed-equity portion of 
the portfolio by tracking the S&P 500 Index. It has been chosen 
because it provides low-cost exposure to US markets, which can 
prove difficult to beat using an active strategy. The fund replicates 
the index by holding all 500 stocks within it.

BlackRock Absolute Return Bond
Weighting: 3.00%  Yield: 1.2% Total Charge: 0.57% +(+0.90%)
This fund invests in fixed-income securities but should not be 
considered a fixed-income fund. It has a target of producing 
positive returns on a rolling 12-month basis regardless of market 
performance. In order to achieve this, the managers can use 
derivatives as part of their investment strategy in order to profit 
from a market fall. The market-neutral nature of the fund, plus its 
emphasis on capital preservation, make it an ideal core holding 
for a portfolio of this risk level. It has been added as part of a 
reduction in the allocation to gilts due to ongoing uncertainty 
about interest rates.

Legg Mason ClearBridge US Equity Sustainability Leaders
Weighting: 5.00%  Yield: 0.0% Total Charge: 1.10% +(+0.15%)
The fund’s goal is to achieve capital growth in the long term by 
investing a minimum of 85 per cent of its assets in shares of US 
companies. The shares are selected based on their ability to meet 
the fund manager’s financial criteria as well as the fund’s criteria 
for environmental, social and governance (ESG) policies.

Vanguard UK Short-Term Investment Grade Bond Index
Weighting: 6.00%  Yield: 1.5% Total Charge: 0.12% +(+0.03%)
This fund provides passive exposure to the Bloomberg GBP Non-
Government 1-5 Year 200MM Float Adjusted Bond Index and 
helps construct the corporate bond portion of the portfolio. It 
has been chosen due to its low costs compared to other passive 
funds and its ability to replicate the index as closely as possible. 
The fund invests directly in a selection of the stocks to mirror the 
performance of the index.

Vanguard Japan Stock Index
Weighting: 3.50%  Yield: 2.1% Total Charge: 0.16% +(+0.02%)
This fund provides passive exposure to the MSCI Japan index 
and helps construct the global developed-equity portion of the 
portfolio. It has been chosen due to its exceptionally low costs 
compared to other passive funds and its ability to replicate the 
index as closely as possible. The fund does this by holding all (or 
substantially all) the stocks within the index. Japan generally has a 
low correlation to other equity markets and this helps to increase 
the diversification levels of the portfolio. The fund is an offshore 
reporting fund, meaning that it is treated in the same way as an 
onshore fund by HM Revenue & Customs.

iShares UK Gilts All Stocks Index (UK)
Weighting: 4.50%  Yield: 0.9% Total Charge: 0.11% +(+0.01%)
This fund provides passive exposure to the FTSE Actuaries UK 
Conventional Gilts All Stocks Index and helps construct the fixed 
income portion of the portfolio. It has been chosen due to its 
exceptionally low costs compared to other passive funds and its 
ability to replicate the index as closely as possible. Gilts generally 
have a low correlation to other asset classes and this helps to 
increase the diversification levels of the portfolio.

Premier Miton US Opportunities
Weighting: 3.00%  Yield: 0.1% Total Charge: 0.83% +(+0.02%)
The fund has been run by co-managers Hugh Grieves and Nick 
Ford since March 2013. Despite its relatively concentrated nature 
the fund has done a good job of controlling its exposure, resulting 
in consistent outperformance despite taking less risk than its 
peers. The fund has an emphasis on bottom-up stock picking, 
meaning attention will be focused on specific companies rather 
than the industry or sector they are operating in.

Fidelity European
Weighting: 5.00%  Yield: 1.1% Total Charge: 0.92% +(+0.07%)
This fund aims to increase the value of an investment over a 
period of five years or more and provide a growing level of income. 
The fund will invest at least 80 per cent in equities (and their 
related securities) of companies domiciled, incorporated or having 
significant business in continental Europe and those that are 
listed in the region. The fund is actively managed. The investment 
manager identifies suitable opportunities for the fund by utilising 
in-house research and investment capabilities. The benchmark for 
this fund is the MSCI Europe ex UK Index.? 

Dodge & Cox US Stock
Weighting: 2.50%  Yield: 0.0% Total Charge: 0.63% +(+0.00%)
This fund is run on a committee basis, using its large US-based 
analyst team to present ideas to the investment committee, which 
will collectively approve any investment decisions. The fund takes 
a long-term view when investing, with a slight value tilt towards 
large global US companies. It can be considered a core holding 
within the global developed equity portion of the portfolio. The 
fund tends to behave rather differently to the market, meaning it 
works best when blended with other funds.



Fidelity Cash
Weighting: 20.00%  Yield: 0.0% Total Charge: 0.15% +(+0.00%)
The fund aims to provide capital preservation and liquidity, while 
delivering a competitive yield. The manager uses a multistrategy 
approach to build a well-diversified portfolio, where no single 
decision or investment has a dominant impact on the fund. The 
fund takes a very conservative approach, and the manager uses 
a five-stage process to select securities to identify the highest 
quality borrowers and construct a diversified and highly liquid 
portfolio.

L&G Cash Trust
Weighting: 20.00%  Yield: 0.9% Total Charge: 0.15% +(-0.03%)
The objective of this fund is to maintain capital and provide a 
return in line with money market rates, before charges. The fund 
will generally invest in short-term deposits, certificates of deposit, 
government bonds (predominantly UK) issued in UK sterling and 
Repos. In stressed market conditions, the fund may be invested 
up to 100 per cent in government and public securities issued by a 
single issuer. The maximum maturity of the instruments the fund 
invests in is 397 days, but the fund must maintain a weighted 
average maturity of less than 60 days.

TB Evenlode Income
Weighting: 8.00%  Yield: 2.7% Total Charge: 0.87% +(+0.05%)
The fund is ideal for those looking for investment income in the 
UK. The fund looks to identify quality businesses that can grow 
their dividend. The managers look to invest in companies for the 
long term. The strategy has historically been very successful, and 
the fund has been particularly strong in weak markets, managing 
to preserve capital better than its peers.

Fidelity Index UK
Weighting: 4.00%  Yield: 3.2% Total Charge: 0.06% +(+0.03%)
This fund provides passive low-cost exposure to UK markets. The 
fund has been chosen for its exceptionally low charges and its 
ability to replicate the FTSE All-Share Index extremely accurately. 
The fund achieves this by holding all the larger shares and a 
representative selection of the smaller companies; this reduces 
costs and liquidity risks while not impacting its ability to match 
the index.

Schroder Income
Weighting: 3.50%  Yield: 4.4% Total Charge: 0.89% +(+0.13%)
This fund aims to invest in undervalued large companies in the UK. 
This can lead to the fund looking quite contrarian as it is trying to 
invest in companies underappreciated by the market and looking 
to benefit from when this situation changes. This can mean that 
the fund performs very differently from the wider market whilst 
the managers wait for sentiment to change, and some periods 
of underperformance should be expected. Value investing can 
be high risk and, to mitigate this, the process concentrates on 
identifying companies with strong balance sheets and healthy 
profits that are not currently reflected in the price.

Liontrust UK Growth
Weighting: 2.00%  Yield: 1.8% Total Charge: 0.84% +(0.70)
This fund invests in UK companies that have what the managers 
define as economic advantages. These are intangible assets that 
include intellectual property (for example, patents and copyrights), 
distribution networks and recurring business (contracts and 
subscriptions). The managers believe that whilst these assets are 
more difficult to identify than physical assets, they are the hardest 
to replicate, thus provide companies with long-term protection 
from competition and sustain higher returns. The resulting 
portfolio comprises predominantly large and mid-cap companies 
that have quality and growth characteristics. Given the managers’ 
long-term investment outlook, the fund has low turnover and is 
relatively concentrated with 40 to 50 stocks. 



External Risk Ratings

About FE Investments
FE Investments Portfolios: Our portfolios are a total investment solution designed to help advisers in achieving their clients objectives. FE 
Investments has produced a range of optimised portfolios which are designed to manage risk to achieve the desired outcome for investors.

The portfolios are optimised to maximise the overall level of diversification between different fund strategies. By analysing the relationships 
between funds we aim to find the best possible mix, where differing strategies are complementary and further reduce the total risk in the 
portfolio; thus allowing for greater market exposure for the same level of risk compared to a more traditional portfolio solution.

FE Investments produce fifteen growth portfolios that uses optimal asset allocation models from EValue  as a reference for each level of risk. 
We optimise our portfolios to match the risk of the reference, to try and achieve greater returns and better capital protection. We use the asset 
allocation models as a guide but allow our portfolios to differ significantly where we are able to diversify away the extra risk. This approach has 
been developed internally by FE Investments and has been validated by Cass Business School.

FE Investments Portfolios are constructed exclusively from funds that have made the FE Investments Approved List and have therefore gone 
through a rigorous vetting procedure. We’ve developed 15 growth portfolios, spanning three time periods and five risk levels, as well as a natural 
income solution which is outcomes orientated, as opposed to risk targeted.

FE Investments Approved List: Our recommended list of funds builds upon our established suite of research tools to help keep investors better 
informed.  Funds initially undergo a rigorous quant screening to identify the best performers.  This screening encompasses four distinct areas; 
Crown Ratings, Alpha Manager Ratings, Group Awards and AFI (Adviser Fund Index).

These four areas combined allow us to accurately scrutinize a fund from all angles.  Our dedicated team of analysts overlay this quant analysis 
with their own independent and unique qualitative analysis.  Funds that pass this rigorous two-stage quantitative and qualitative analysis process 
then make it on to the FE Investments Approved List.

Awards & Ratings For FE Investments

Important Information
1 Performance Overview:  All performance figures are calculated on a bid to bid total return basis in pounds sterling to last month end.

2 Asset Breakdown: For this calculation a fund is assumed to invest 100% in any one asset class.  For example a fund in the IA UK All Companies 
sector would be classifed 100% UK Equity.  A mixed investment fund would be classifed as 100% Mixed.

3 What it Costs: The portfolio expense is calculated using the weighted value of the OCF of the portfolios constituent funds. Total cost of 
investment include FE Investments charges of 0.27%.

This document has been prepared for general information only and is not guaranteed to be complete or accurate. It does not 
contain all of the information which an investor may require in order to make an investment decision. If you are unsure whether 
this is a suitable investment you should speak to your financial adviser. You may get back less than you originally invested.

Financial Express Investments Ltd, registration number 03110696, is authorised and regulated by the Financial Conduct Authority (FRN 209967). For 
our full disclaimer please visit https://www.fefundinfo.com/en-gb/about/legal-and-policies/financial-express-investments-limited-disclaimer/


